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COMMUNITY LIVING ROOM

A design for a mental health treatment center

- Water Collection - Used to maintain gardens
- Roof Systems
  - Extensive Vegetation (ie. Sedum)
  - Precast Concrete
- Roof Systems

Twin Cities Developmental

INTEGRATION

CIRCULATION CORES

VEGETATION

SECONDARY STRUCTURE

- Buildings integrate a Variable Air Volume (VAV) Heating and Cooling System
- Separate zones for housing, offices, dining, and public spaces

CLIENT RESOURCES

13 Currie Ave.

A design for a mental health treatment center resulting in cyclical imprisonment are left without a place to receive consistent monitoring after release in the hands of the patient. Many treatment plans and the necessities to sustain a positive attitude of reasons, however, a primary cause are in 2009 approximately 4,035 people in Hennepin county's health, safety and welfare in an effort to reduce recidivism.

How can a facility aid in the development of a healthy community for mentally ill's health, safety and welfare in an effort to reduce recidivism and support system that monitors the chronic mentally ill's health, safety and welfare in an effort to reduce recidivism. How can a facility aid in the development of a healthy community for mentally ill's health, safety and welfare in an effort to reduce recidivism and support system that monitors the chronic mentally ill's health, safety and welfare in an effort to reduce recidivism.

The staff spaces will provide kitchen and dining area with proper space to maintain and process patient meals. The offices will provide space for individual research and therapy, including counseling, medication and counseling, medication and counseling. The pharmacy will provide medication on a readily available basis to patients. The clinic will be a place where professional consultation and consultation, professional and volunteer help. This environment will provide monitored living spaces (ie: dining, sleeping, and social rooms) that is monitored also by professional and volunteer help. The clients will have a place of residency on site for professional and volunteer help. The educational spaces will be designated for recreational and social activities, and the facility will contain indoor and outdoor recreation areas.

The facility will contain indoor and outdoor recreation areas.

- Water is then pumped to maintain the gardens. 10,000 gallons each.

GREENHOUSE LOOKING EAST

The staff spaces will provide kitchen and dining with recreation area for patients. The offices will provide space for individual research and therapy, including counseling, medication and counseling. The pharmacy will provide medication on a readily available basis to patients. The clinic will be a place where professional consultation and consultation, professional and volunteer help. This environment will provide monitored living spaces (ie: dining, sleeping, and social rooms) that is monitored also by professional and volunteer help. The clients will have a place of residency on site for professional and volunteer help. The educational spaces will be designated for recreational and social activities, and the facility will contain indoor and outdoor recreation areas.

- Water is then pumped to maintain the gardens. 10,000 gallons each.

MAINTENANCE

SURVEILLANCE

UTILIZE CONTROL

DEFENSIBLE SPACE THEORY

- Extensive Vegetation (ie. Sedum)